Friday January 22nd 2021

Dear Parents

was a beautiful service, celebrating his life just
What a lovely bright day to end another busy as he wanted it to be. It was a privilege to
week at Laleham Lea, especially after storm attend on behalf of all of us at Laleham Lea and
to meet with his family. They know he will
Christoph.
always be a part of the Laleham Lea family too.
I am so proud of how all our Students, Staff and
Parents have adapted to the challenge of in Our Governors met on Wednesday evening via
class and remote learning during this latest Lock Zoom for our regular Governor meetings to
Down period and I am delighted to see some of discuss the Curriculum and RE as well as
the brilliant and creative work that is being Finance and Premises matters.
posted on ClassDojo every day. Students are There is snow forecast again this weekend;
working creatively and collaboratively to create please do stay safe and warm and have a lovely
videos of their own stories, complete work and rest.
support one another.
Ms Barry
Canon Frank’s funeral took place on Head teacher
Wednesday lunchtime at John The Baptist. It

Remote Learning
Year 4 recorded themselves
reading their amazing
‘Fractured Fairy Tales' and
posted them on ClassDojo
for their classmates to see.

Year 5 have been working
hard at home and have
uploaded some really
detailed sketches of Titanic
passengers to ClassDojo.

Year 1
Mrs Khan has made lovely Keyrings for Year 1 featuring their ClassDojo
‘monsters’.
These are being posted home for the Students who are learning
remotely.

Nursery News

Year 4

This week Nursery have been exploring our new topic
‘Opposites’. The children participated in many activities to
reinforce their learning including:


Using a variety of materials to create our own
‘Opposites’ book and using extended vocabulary to
describe different textures.



Playing the Opposites bingo game.



Drawing a picture to share our own experiences of
Opposites.



Carrying out an experiment to investigate floating and
sinking.

Year 4 let their imaginations run wild with
their homework last week and wrote some
very impressive ‘Fractured Fairy Tales’.
Our budding authors combined characters
from other well-known stories to create
their very own brand new tales and illustrated the front covers too.

Year 6
Year 6 have been researching the
work of the great British Scientist
Stephen Hawking and devising an
investigation into gravity.

Year 2
Year 2 have created some beautiful fruit paintings in Art Class and at home this week.

Reception

Year 5

Reception have enjoyed the story ‘Beegu’
in class and at home this week.

Year 5 have been enjoying ‘The Lion, The
Witch and The Wardrobe and were
challenged to make their own magical wardrobes for homework.

Students have enjoyed writing their own
stories and drawing illustrations to go
with them.

Year 3

Year 3 are enjoying studying the Romans
as their History topic this term and have
created amazing Romans
Shields as well as their own
legion of Roman Soldiers.

